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Abstract: In this paper the authors argue that although Higher Education researchers have been largely responsible for the creation of the Internet, university lecturers have been far less innovative and active in their use of this form of Information Communication Technology (ICT). To support our case we use our own research to show the manner and extent to which a Learning Management System (LMS) is used by a sample of teachers from an Engineering Department in Sweden. We also analyze the use of interactive LMS tools by lecturers who undertake staff development courses. The teachers in our two samples make very little use of online asynchronous discussions (OADS) either as teachers or as students. We use logic and the literature to explain this phenomenon and make some recommendations for improving the scholarly, innovative and pedagogical use of LMS in both staff development and mainstream university courses.
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Higher Education and the Internet

In chapter two of a recent book called *Viral Loop. The power of pass-it-on* (2010) Adam Penenberg inadvertently shows the extent to which university researchers affected the development of the Internet. Paul Baran, who worked for the Rand Corporation, is credited with conceiving the idea of an Internet when he suggested it in 1959 as a robust communication network for US military commanders. However it was university researchers, students and graduates, who created a functioning, searchable Internet. In the early 1970s Vin Cerf (a Stanford university researcher) and Bob Kahn from UCLA designed the transfer control protocol (TCP) and the Internet protocol (IP) that facilitate online file transfers. They baptized this new information communication system ‘The internet’ and in 1992 founded the Internet Society. Tim Berners-Lee, a physicist, created another series of protocols that made it even easier for academics to exchange research papers with colleagues around the world. Marc Andreessen, a computer science student, together with Eric Bina created the
first effective web browser (Mosaic) in 1993. Andreesen’s mission was to make the Internet more useful for a wider public, since, for its first twenty years, it was mainly the domain of university researchers. University researchers continue to be both active and creative in their the of the Internet and ICT. In this paper we argue that university teachers have been less engaged, especially in their use of LMS, and in particular, the interactive tools within LMS such as online asynchronous discussion (OAD) forums.

The use (or lack of use) of interactive tools in LMS

The first case study was carried out in 2005 and published by Garrote in 2006. Garrote investigated the extent to which lecturers in his department made use of different tools in a LMS called WebCT. He was responsible for both the technical maintenance of the system and for providing pedagogical advice on the use of the system. Although introducing the system had been expensive, management felt its use might be one way to arrest a worrying drop in new enrollments and the failure of many students to complete their studies. A similar drop was noted in the United States and the use of ICT was seen as one possible way to avert the problem (Klobas & McGill, 2010; Paulsen, 2003; Weaver et al., 2008; Hopperton, 1998). Irwin and Berge (2006) argued, for instance, that well-run online forums could help create communities of learners where individuals could meet for both scholarly and social purposes.

In his 2005 investigation of LMS use at the University of Borås (UB) Garrote developed a spreadsheet which enabled him to examine 107 courses that were given at the school of Engineering. What Garrote and other researchers have found is that interactive tools, such as asynchronous LMS are under used compared with tools for distributing documents. Teachers for the most part use LMS to upload course programs, required reading and PowerPoints of their lectures (Bongalos et al., 2006; Garrote & Pettersson, 2007; Phillips, 2006). One might expect that as lecturers became more familiar with a LMS and how it was used they might be inspired to begin to use it in a more interactive and creative way. It seems, however, that the pattern noted in 2005 deteriorated over the next 5 years and that LMS use, instead of improving in terms of quantity and quality was used less interactively in 2010 than in 2005 – often by the same teachers (Garrote, Pettersson and Christie, 2011, under review).

The results of the case study undertaken at the University of Borås in 2005 and the longitudinal comparison carried out in 2010-11 exemplify findings from other research. A number of researchers show that high hopes were held for the pedagogical use of LMS in both compulsory and non-compulsory schooling (Blin & Munro, 2008; Bush & Mott, 2009; Findik et al., 2010; Ubell, 2000; Wilson, 2004; Brill & Galloway, 2007; Browne et al., 2006; Czerniewicz & Brown, 2009; Marshall, 2004) but that in the university world, at least, these hopes are still to be realized. Today, many lecturers continue to use a LMS as a means to distribute documents. The failure to use LMS more pedagogically is hard to explain, as is the resistance of many lecturers to embrace new ways of reaching and engaging students via digital media. According to some researchers more staff training is required in order to change this lack of insight and unwillingness to change one’s practice (Blin & Munro, 2008; Selwyn, 2007).

Our second case study looks at what happens when teachers themselves are in the position of students. Do they engage in OADs when encouraged to do so? This case study is based on an analysis of OADs in a course for supervisors of PhD students that was run twice a year for researchers at Chalmers University of Technology. The first author has given 10 such courses between spring 2006 and autumn 2010. In total 320 supervisors have taken the course. They attend four full days of course work in addition to doing take-home tasks, for example interviewing an experienced supervisor and posting a transcript of the interview on an OAD. They are asked to read and comment on one another’s interviews prior to discussing them in small group work at the course itself. They are also asked to post, on another discussion forum, a proposal concerning an aspect of their supervision that they wish to improve on. The idea is that they will carry out some sort of simple research – by using the internet for example, or by surveying colleagues in the course or in their own departments. The final report, which is discussed in small groups on the last day, must also be posted on the ‘Improving my supervision’ OAD in the last week of the course so that colleagues can provide and receive feedback on all the projects.

The courses are given in English to non-native speakers. Course delegates include both Swedes and other nationalities. A third OAD is made available on the course site and is aimed at mutual support for the writing of conference abstracts. This last OAD is offered as a service by the course facilitator who is a native English speaker. Those who post abstracts are guaranteed feedback from the course facilitator but everyone is encouraged to read the abstracts and contribute by offering editing and other advice – in other words this OAD is a type of peer review forum (Lefoe et alia, 2009). Posting an abstract on this OAD is not a required part of the
where most teachers realize that good research is more likely to benefit their career than good teaching, putting educational institutions both lecturers and students are under pressure to produce results. In an environment demonstrate their benefits for the development of both specific and generic competencies, are important. In most Since so much depends on how teachers perceive the usefulness of OADs, convincing arguments that seriously demonstrate their benefits to warrant the invested time, they will also be wary of using such a tool. On the other hand if they think that online asynchronous discussions (OADs), whether monitored or not, could contribute to the learning of subject-specific and generic competencies, then there is a greater chance that they will be willing to invest time in setting up and maintaining an OAD. Lecturers whose approach is mainly teacher-centered and whose principal concern is how a tool may facilitate his or her work within a set frame of teaching practices and institutional traditions, will be less likely to use OADs. Those who consciously or intuitively practice a more student-centered and active learning approach, on the other hand, are more likely to commit the time and effort to set up and monitor OADs. The latter approach will take more time initially but may have, according to the literature, substantial long-term benefits for the students by creating a community of practice and promoting collaborative learning (Ladyshewsky & Gardner, 2008).

Whether a lecturer uses a discussion forum or not usually depends on the lecturer’s perception of the OAD’s contribution to a specific course. If the OAD is considered to be sufficiently useful there is more chance the lecturer will commit time and effort to running it well. Murphy argues that ‘the higher-level processes related to collaboration in an online asynchronous discussion (OAD) may need to be more explicitly and effectively promoted in order to counteract a tendency on the part of participants to remain at the level of individual rather than group or collaborative effort’ (Murphy, 2004. abstract). Although more research is needed, it seems that time and effort spent on introducing and supervising an OAD can ease the lecturers’ workload in other areas. For example the use of OAD may decrease the demand on time needed for counseling students, since they are able to exchange information and ideas about the course as part of the OAD experience.

Since so much depends on how teachers perceive the usefulness of OADs, convincing arguments that demonstrate their benefits for the development of both specific and generic competencies, are important. In most educational institutions both lecturers and students are under pressure to produce results. In an environment where most teachers realize that good research is more likely to benefit their career than good teaching, putting effort into developing a well functioning OAD may be undervalued. Similarly, if students are strategically focused on activities that will result in the best grades, time spent on an OAD that does not give a grade or improve their assessment chances may be seen as irrelevant. As Lonn & Teasley (2009 p. 92) point out ‘As long as students fail to see the relevance of interactive tools for their learning or for instructors’ teaching, they are likely to continue to view IT as merely a quick and accessible means to retrieve course documents and get messages from instructors’. The use LMS to distribute documents or send out notices to students are functions that replicate the more onerous tasks of copying lecture notes or emailing lists of students. Using them is often saves time and paper. The use of OADs is another matter. In traditional courses in engineering education, for

Explaining the lack of use of LMS by university teachers

Our case studies and current literature in the area indicate a number of reasons why university lecturers (even when engaged as students in a staff development course) so not use OADs. When teachers in higher education are asked to identify barriers to the use of educational technology lack of time and lack of support are the most common answers (Al-Senaidi et al., 2009). The lecturers’ perceived shortness of time and lack of support is directly linked to the perceived ease of use. The most plausible explanation for the difference in using these two functions is that teachers perceive the consequences of distributing documents to be far less time consuming and intellectually demanding than setting up a discussion forum that may need to be monitored or assessed (Lonn & Teasley, 2009). To commit oneself to a well-run discussion forum not only depends on one’s perception about how much time it will take, but also on how one perceives the usefulness of such a teaching and learning method. If lecturers believe that a non-monitored discussion will result in students pooling their ignorance they are unlikely to use it. If they think that monitoring a discussion will not result in enough teaching and learning benefits to warrant the invested time, they will also be wary of using such a tool. On the other hand if they think that online asynchronous discussions (OADs), whether monitored or not, could contribute to the learning of subject-specific and generic competencies, then there is a greater chance that they will be willing to invest time in setting up and maintaining an OAD. Lecturers whose approach is mainly teacher-centered and whose principal concern is how a tool may facilitate his or her work within a set frame of teaching practices and institutional traditions, will be less likely to use OADs. Those who consciously or intuitively practice a more student-centered and active learning approach, on the other hand, are more likely to commit the time and effort to set up and monitor OADs. The latter approach will take more time initially but may have, according to the literature, substantial long-term benefits for the students by creating a community of practice and promoting collaborative learning (Ladyshewsky & Gardner, 2008).
example, there is very little interaction between lecturer and student. It is the teaching assistant (often a PhD) who works with smaller groups of students in the tutorial room or laboratory. Lecturers who are unused to dealing with group discussion in the real world are not necessarily the best at dealing with them in a virtual world. Lecturers need both technical and pedagogical support if they are to make better use of OADs. For both teachers and students in Higher Education the way forward in the more active and productive use of LMS and OADs is to weave continuous assessment into the use of such tools. This is important not only in the areas of subject specific knowledge, skills and attitudes but also in the generic competencies that we aspire to teach.
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